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Who Wants to Be a Millionaire:
Changing Conceptions of the American
Dream
by Matthew Warshauer
Traditionally, Americans have sought to realise the American dream of success, fame
and wealth through thrift and hard work. However, the industrialisation of the 19th and
20th centuries began to erode the dream, replacing it with a philosophy of "get rich
quick". A variety of seductive but elusive strategies have evolved, and today the three
leading ways to instant wealth are large-prize television game shows, big-jackpot state
lotteries and compensation lawsuits. In this article, Matthew Warshauer, Professor of
History at Central Connecticut State University, examines why so many Americans are Posted 13/02/2003
persuaded to seek these easy ways to their dream.
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How does one achieve the American Dream? The answer undoubtedly depends upon one’s definition of the Dream, and there are many
from which to choose. John Winthrop envisioned a religious paradise in a "City upon a Hill." Martin Luther King, Jr. dreamed of racial
equality. [1]

Both men yearned for what they perceived as perfection. Scholars have recognized widely varying conceptions of these

quests for American excellence.[2] One component of the American Dream seems, however, to be fairly consistent: the quest for money.
Few will deny that Americans are intently focused on the “almighty dollar.” In a society dedicated to capitalism and the maxim that, “the one
who dies with the most toys wins,” the ability to purchase a big house and a nice car separates those who are considered successful from
those who are not.[3] Yet the question remains, how does one achieve this success? How is the Dream realized? For many Americans
the formula is one of instant, albeit elusive, gratification. Rather than adhering to a traditional work ethic, far too many Americans are
pinning their hopes on what they perceive as “easy” money. This article focuses on three phenomena in contemporary American society
that have successfully captured the quest for the American Dream. Savvy marketers have convinced their audiences that a new wave of
television game shows, lottery luck, and lucrative lawsuits are the way to wealth.

Rags to riches the
traditional way:
through thrift and
hard work

Instant wealth has not always been a major component of the Dream. Americans have traditionally centered their efforts on thrift and hard
work. During the Colonial Period, Benjamin Franklin counseled people on the "The Way to Wealth." Poor Richard's Almanac advised that
"Early to Bed, and early to rise, makes a Man healthy, wealthy, and wise." The key to wealth was industry: "Industry pays debts," insisted
Poor Richard.[4] Americans of the Early Republic expanded Franklin's notion of industry into a labor ideology. For many the goal was not
extravagant wealth, but, rather, economic independence and the opportunity for social advancement through financial gain. Abraham
Lincoln insisted that the greatness of the American North was that industry allowed all men to prosper: "The prudent, penniless beginner in
the world, labors for wages awhile, saves a surplus with which to buy tools or land, for himself; then labors on his own account another
while, and at length hires another new beginner to help him. This…is free labor--the just and generous, and prosperous system, which
opens the way for all."[5]
In the midst of industrialization following the Civil War, many Americans experienced profound hardship in the changing economic
landscape. They found solace in the tales of Horatio Alger, whose characters overcame adversity through industry, perseverance, selfreliance, and self-discipline. The ubiquitous "rags to riches" legend became a cornerstone of American society; anyone could succeed and
achieve wealth if they worked hard.[6] The commitment to industry illustrated by Alger's characters, Lincoln's ideals of free labor, and
Franklin's practical maxims were further solidified in the American mind by the addition of a religiously based, Protestant "work ethic."[7]
Many believed that hard work allowed one to not only achieve financial success, but, through that success, revealed God's grace.
Numerous scholars note that the shift away from the traditional American work ethic corresponded directly with the rise of industry. Work
values changed dramatically when the assembly line production and machine driven atmosphere of industrial America swallowed up skilled
workers.[8] The aftermath of World War II exacerbated the ethical shift as a consumer culture blossomed and Americans became
preoccupied with material goods. As one critic noted, “consumed by desires for status, material goods, and acceptance, Americans
apparently had lost the sense of individuality, thrift, hard work, and craftsmanship that had characterized the nation.”[9]
The result of this shift in work ethic has actually spurred rather than lessened the people’s desire to achieve the American Dream. Yet the
real difference is that the Dream has become more of an entitlement than something to work towards. Many Americans no longer entertain
a vision for the future that includes time, sweat, and ultimate success. Rather, they covet the shortcut to wealth. Many who are engaged in
work view it more as a necessary evil until striking it rich. This idea has been perpetuated by a massive marketing effort that legitimizes the
message that wealth can be obtained quickly and easily.

Whether through the television entertainment industry, state-based lottery

marketing drives, or legal advertisements, Americans are told again and again that the road to the financial success of the American Dream
is more a matter of luck than hard work.

Who wants to be a
millionaire?

Little reveals the shift in the quest for the American Dream more than the insanely popular television game show, "Who Wants To Be A
Millionaire," hosted by Regis Philbin. With an average two hundred and forty thousand people per calling in on "Contest Day" attempting to
become contestants, and a twenty-nine million per show viewing audience, it is safe to say that Americans are captivated by what many
consider to be an easy avenue to achieving financial success. The fact that “Millionaire” was originally a British television show merely
emphasizes the extent to which the quest for cash transcends national borders. It is no surprise, however, that the show achieved its
greatest success in America.[10] The very title of the show capitalizes on the core of the America Dream: wads of cash. The question,
"Who Wants to Be a Millionaire?" is a no-brainer. The American desire to be rich is at the very heart of our nation’s capitalist economy. The
show's producers have simply tapped into a value already prevalent in today's society. In doing so, the show has become both a reflection
of and a catalyst to greed and materialism.
What sets apart "Who Wants to Be a Millionaire" from game shows of the past is the sheer amount that a contestant can win, combined with
what at times seem to be amazingly easy questions.[11] Five players achieved the $1,000,000 mark in 2000, and thus far two more have
won the top prize in 2001. Dozens have won upwards of $500,000. In addition to the high rewards, "Who Wants to Be a Millionaire" is
successful because the average viewers see themselves as potential winners. One does not need to be a "Jeopardy" brainiac to answer
what word was spelled backwards on the mirror in the movie "The Shining." It was "murder" of course. Or, even more simple, what do the
rings on the inner part of a tree signify?
The large jackpots and relative ease of "Who Wants to Be a Millionaire" is what places it in the realm of the American Dream. Game shows
of the past generally provided new appliances, trips, or cash winnings in the tens of thousands. This new breed of big money game show
fits the Dream because it capitalizes both on the psychology and spectacle of being a "millionaire," as well as the idea that anyone can
achieve this success. The latter fits directly into the tradition that all individuals who are willing to work hard can achieve financial reward.
The irony of the actual title, "millionaire," is that the show's grand prize is not really enough to achieve the American Dream of total financial
independence. After taxes there is still a tidy sum, but it will have to be used wisely and invested to see a person all the way through
retirement. Being a millionaire today reminds one of the Austin Powers movie in which the arch villain Dr. Evil holds the world hostage and
demands "one million dollars," only to be told that this is a paltry amount in today's economy. He quickly corrects the figure to "one hundred
billion dollars."
If the amount won on "Who Wants to Be a Millionaire" does not really meet the perceptions of the American Dream, the means of achieving
the money are even more questionable. Where, one might ask, are the work ethic and industry inherent to the traditional conception of the
Dream? Some might argue that it takes a degree of intellect and knowledge to win the game, thus some work, that needed to gain
knowledge, does exist. Yet such an argument is inherently weak because of the safeguards in the game, as well as the many instances of
chance in advancing to the final round. In the course of play, every contestant has three "lifelines" designed as an aid in choosing the
correct multiple-choice answer. The player can choose "Fifty-Fifty," in which the computer eliminates two incorrect responses, leaving only
two possible answers; "Ask the Audience" allows the player to quiz the studio audience for the most likely correct answer; "Phone a Friend"
enables the player to telephone one of five pre-arranged contacts who help to determine the correct response. All of these devices take the
weight of knowledge off the contestant, and thus provide a real degree of luck. It certainly does not come close to the level of knowledge
one must amass in order to compete in a show like "Jeopardy," on which there are no multiple choice questions and a contestant is on his
or her own. Moreover, there exists a great deal of chance to even make it into the final round.[12]
"Who Wants to Be a Millionaire's" success is directly related to the belief that anyone with a little knowledge and lot of luck can be a
millionaire. Such a message resonates with the mass of people specifically because it seems to make the American Dream so easily
accessible. In the process, the most basic, traditional means of achieving the Dream, industry, has been eradicated. Poor Richard's
counsel to engage in "industry" is unnecessary in such a schema. Nowhere in Franklin's writings did it say, "early to bed, early to rise, hope
for some luck and you might win a prize."
The success of "Who Wants to Be a Millionaire's" ability to capitalize on the American Dream has spawned a series of copycat shows.
"Greed," Twenty-one," and, perhaps most interestingly, "Who Wants to Marry a MultiMillionaire," have utilized the same basic, capitalist
American urge for hoards of money. The theme of the latter show is especially amazing. On February 15, 2000, Rick Rockwell, an
independent real estate investor, picked from among fifty female contestants who agreed to actually marry a "multimillionaire" if chosen.
This Fox Television "epiphany" was the brainchild of executive Mike Darnell who stated that, "the money is a cutesy motivational factor. I
think mostly people are looking for a relationship."[13] The show's "winner," an emergency room nurse named Darva Conger, claimed that
neither was her goal. She simply wanted a free getaway to Las Vegas, where the show was broadcast, and to "be on TV and wave to my
family and friends." "It was just a lark," insisted Conger, I "was just in complete shock" when I won.[14] When Matt Lauer of the Today
Show pressed her, insisting that money must have been a major factor in participating on the show, Conger claimed it was not, even though
she walked away with a free Caribbean honeymoon, a $35,000 engagement ring, and an Isuzu Trooper.

The prizes totaled some

$100,000. Even though Conger has vehemently denied charges that money was a key motivation, and had her marriage with Rockwell
annulled, she has since posed for Playboy Magazine and earned what some report is upwards of $400,000.[15]
Whatever Conger's motivation, it is abundantly clear that many women jumped at the opportunity to achieve the American Dream through a
quickie marriage on a nationally broadcast show. Following the initial airing of "Who Wants to Marry a Multimillionaire," the Fox web site
crashed after it was flooded with requests from women to participate on a subsequent episode.[16] Still, the show's rating success of 23
million viewers was greeted with disdain by critics who charged that "the Fox program was dedicated to the proposition that people will do
anything for money, that, in fact, money is everything…." Some suggested that the show actually change its name to "People Will Do
Anything for Money," or "America's Funniest Prostitutes."[17]
Many viewers surely tuned into "Who Wants to Marry a Multimillionaire" simply because of the novelty. The fact remains, however, that Fox
executives consciously capitalized on the quest for the American Dream.

They utilized the same strategy as "Who Wants to Be a

Millionaire," offering a huge cash prize that had both psychological and spectacle appeal. The contestants also played their part in the
Dream quest. Certain prizes were guaranteed, and the possibility of hitting the jackpot was a very alluring 1 in 50. Contestants needed
only a pretty face and a voluptuous body. Like Regis Philbin's show, the traditional means of achieving financial success, through industry,
was eliminated.

State lotteries

"Who Wants to Be a Millionaire" and similar game shows are only the latest craze in capitalizing on the American Dream. Even more well
known, and often more lucrative are state run lotteries. All one needs is "A Buck and a Dream," boasts the New York Lottery. Just as in the
game shows, the lottery focuses on the hope of easy money with minimal effort. One does not need to work hard in order to choose a
series of numbers.[18] In the lottery scenario, one works for a living only until they hit that big Lotto or Powerball score. The Illinois
Lottery's advertisement in a Chicago ghetto encouraged, "This could be your ticket out."[19]
Whereas the payoffs for the big jackpot lotteries are significantly higher than the "Millionaire" games, a May 2000 Powerball game reached
350 million, the odds of winning are equally long. With an average 1 in 12 to 14 million chance of winning, and 1 in 80 million for the big
prizes, the degree of luck needed is astronomical.[20] Still, Americans flock to the lottery when the possibility of scoring big is most remote.
In 1998, a 300 million dollar jackpot caused thousands of New Yorkers to flood across Connecticut state lines. Greenwich, Connecticut
stores had lines 500 people long waiting upwards of 6 hours to purchase tickets. Forced to deal with traffic gridlock and disorderly conduct,
the town was forced to spend some $80,000 for police and other emergency services. During the same Powerball drawing, the New
Hampshire Lottery executive director held a press conference requesting people not to spend beyond their limits. Notwithstanding such
warnings, one man admitted dishing out $3,000 for tickets.[21]
The Powerball and Lotto frenzy is easy to explain: most everyone believes in the American Dream. And though the majority will admit that
winning is a long shot, they nevertheless fantasize about the possibility. Having that kernel of hope is part of the
Dream. It is the state lotteries' ability to capitalize on this fantasy that makes them so successful. Operating in 37 states and the District of
Columbia, lotteries sales for 1996 totaled 42.9 billion dollars, 38% of which was net revenue, making lotteries by far the most profitable form
of gambling. Most gambling venues pay back about 90% of what they take in, whereas lotteries pay out only about 50%.[22]
Yet lotteries have been around for literally hundreds of years. America was created with their help. In 1612, the British crown authorized
the Virginia Company of London to hold a lottery to aid the Jamestown colony. During the colonial period and after, Americans held lotteries
to raise funds for internal improvements and defense.[23] Thus how are the lotteries today different and why do they influence the
traditional meaning of the American Dream?
The simple answer is advertising. State lotteries have learned the importance of effective, comprehensive marketing. Up until 1975 the
federal government prohibited states from advertising, but since the ban was lifted lotteries have developed sophisticated, targeted
promotions.[24]

In 1997 they spent 400 million dollars marketing the various Lotto and instant games, an amount that doubled the

percentage spent on advertising by most corporations.[25]

Yet it is not merely the sheer scope of the advertising, but, rather, its

effectiveness. Many critics argue that lotteries target poor groups who are least economically able to cope with the expense. In doing so,
states are capitalizing on those who are perhaps most in need of realizing the American Dream. The Ohio SuperLotto game, for example,
suggested in its advertising plan that "promotional 'pushes' be targeted as early as possible in the month. Government benefits, payroll and
Social Security payments are released in the first Tuesday of each calendar month. This, in effect, creates millions of additional, nontaxable dollars in the local economies of which the majority is disposable."[26]
The Illinois Lottery engaged in an equally calculated strategy to entice an economically depressed neighborhood in west Chicago. Renting
space on 40 billboards, the state promised, "How to get from Washington Boulevard to Easy Street." The advertisement's implicit "rags to
riches" message played on the most core aspect of the American Dream. And studies show that such promotions work. The poor spend a
larger percentage of their income on lottery tickets than the more affluent.[27]
Just as significant, the lotteries purposely mislead players about their chance of striking it rich. One study found that 70% of television
advertisements portrayed people winning.

Moreover, the study noted that states purposely disguised the odds and, in fact, gave the

impression that there existed a good chance of winning.[28] Even some government officials have grown concerned about such tactics. In
1997, New York Governor George Pataki requested lottery officials to "tone down" their, "Hey, you never know" promotion, and added that
lottery marketing should avoid "raising unrealistic expectations."[29] One might ask, is there no law to stop such deceptive commercials?
Of course, the Federal Trade Commission has "truth-in-advertising" standards. Yet because lotteries are state entities they are not bound
by the same requirements to which private businesses must comply.[30]
Thus lotteries are free to spend hundreds of millions on what is often disingenuous advertising specifically designed to manipulate people's
quest for the American Dream. As one author noted, "the lottery, it is said, exploits people's yearnings for a better life, offering them a
sucker bet wrapped in promotional hype."[31] Another writer criticized that, "our government shamelessly panders to dreams. They advise
people, many of them poor, that the lottery is a good way to get money….If there ever was a get-rich-quick scam, this is it - perpetrated by
government."[32]
Similar to the "Millionaire" game shows, one of the key components to realizing the American Dream is luck. Once again, Americans are
sent a message that success can be achieved, not through industry, but, rather, via chance. Nor have critics of the lotteries missed this
phenomenon. Michael Sandel insisted that lotteries send "a message at odds with the ethic of work, sacrifice and moral responsibility…."
Instead, people are told that "with a little luck they can escape the world of work to which misfortune consigns them." Another critic agreed,
arguing that, "in short, lotteries may undercut the ethic of work and achievement, replacing it with an ethic of luck."[33]
Yet lotteries, in fact, do even more. They play both on the ethic of luck and attempt to fool one into believing that there is something more
than luck -- that skill is a component of winning. The National Gambling Impact Study Commission noted that lottery advertising specifically
sought to persuade players that they could "influence their odds through the choices of numbers they pick."[34] Moreover, there are a
plethora of books that promise to teach the would-be lottery winner: Found Money: How to Consciously Win the Lottery; The Basics of
Winning Lotto-Lottery; How to Win: More Strategies for Increasing a Lottery Win.[35] The implication is that through hard work one can
develop the skill necessary to win the lottery, and thus the American Dream.
With such a message one might argue that the American Dream is alive and well, that its integrity has been maintained. Industry, Ben
Franklin's traditional ingredient, is realized through calculation and superior planning. Nothing, however, could be further from the truth.
The lottery is unquestionably random. One needs only a buck, a dream, and unimaginable luck. Thus, like the "Millionaire" game shows,
state lotteries, through carefully targeted advertising, have played upon and drastically altered the customary conception of the American
Dream.

Compensation

If game shows and lotteries have seemingly opened a path to fulfilling the American Dream, so too has the proverbial "million dollar injury."
Litigation is as American as apple pie, though it does not leave so sweet a taste in the mouth of most Americans. Indeed, many view the

lawsuits

legal profession with disdain, especially personal injury lawyers whose ubiquitous "have you been involved in an accident? You may be
entitled to compensation" advertisements encourage the public to believe that easy money can be had. Such "ambulance chasers" have
spawned hundreds of lawyer jokes. "What's a million lawyers at the bottom of the Sea? A good start." Such humor, though laughed off in
passing, says something about the legal profession in the eyes of the public.[36] Still, Americans file tens of thousands of law suits each
year, many in the hopes of cashing in on a personal injury or product liability case. Some scholars have likened such strategies to playing
the lottery:
The operation of the tort system is akin to a lottery. Most crucial criteria for payment are largely controlled by chance:(1)whether
one is lucky" enough to be injured by someone whose product or conduct can be proved faulty; (2) whether the party's insurance
limits or assets are sufficient to promise an award or settlement commensurate with losses and expenses; whether one's own
innocence of faulty conduct can be proved; and (4) whether one has the good fortune to retain a lawyer who can exploit all the
variables before an impressionable jury, including graphically portraying whatever pain one has suffered.[37]
Equating such a scenario to achieving the American Dream may be viewed as extremely strange at best. Yet the similarity between game
shows, lotteries, and tort litigation is not as farfetched as one might think. In all three situations the desired end is a trip to the bank with a fat
check. In recent years a number of court cases have resulted in just such an outcome. If a plaintiff wins a lawsuit he will most likely receive
not only compensatory damages (those that reimburse for medical expenses, lost wages, etc.), but may also be awarded punitive damages
(those that punish the defendant for negligent or dangerous behavior). Moreover, in order to send a message to the offending company jury
awards for punitive damages often far exceed compensatory damages.
Thus like game shows and lotteries, injury and product liability lawsuits can be extremely lucrative. And once again, in such a process the
traditional road to the American Dream is circumvented. Ben Franklin's industry and Lincoln's labor ethic are not components of a plaintiff's
road to riches. The classic American ingredients of hard work, frugality, and self-reliance do not appear in the lawyer's brief. America's new
Poor Richard mantra has become "Early to bed, early to rise, file a law suit and sue till' they cry."
There is, however, a strange component within the legal avenue to the American Dream. In neither the game show nor the lottery are
people required to physically injure themselves in order to win. Injury is thus a unique component of achieving the American Dream through
litigation and therefore begs the question, "who in their right mind would trade health for a financial bonanza?" There are, of course, those
who do, or at least fake injury. The Discovery Channel recently ran a special on the effectiveness of video surveillance by casinos to tape
and prosecute individuals who feign injury on casino property and subsequently file fraudulent lawsuits.[38]
Heading off such suits with the use of video, however, is hardly the norm. There are undoubtedly thousands of cases in which plaintiffs fake
injury and symptoms in order to reap financial reward. The difficulty in assessing this problem is the lack of dependable information on the
subject. As one legal scholar notes, "we know remarkably little about frivolous litigation. Reliable empirical data is extremely limited, and
casual anecdotal evidence highly unreliable. We have no clear explanation of why frivolous suits are filed or even common agreement on
what constitutes a 'frivolous suit.'"[39]
For those attempting to cheat the system through fictitious injury and false testimony there is little doubt that they are in it for the money,
and in doing so attempting to circumvent the traditional means of attaining the American Dream. Yet what of those who are genuinely
injured and sue? Are they too culpable for making an end run around hard work and self-reliance in order to gain financial independence?
Do the truly injured not deserve some degree of compensation for pain and suffering?

Many Americans would agree that blatant

negligence on the part of one party, resulting in injury to another should be reasonably compensated. In this respect, one might argue that
at the outset there existed no willful attempt on the part of the injured to make a payday out of their predicament. Still, the readiness of
some individuals to file lawsuits, the sizable jury awards, and the failure of plaintiffs to take responsibility for what often seems clearly
hazardous behavior makes litigation look like the yellow brick road to the American Dream. One merely needs to look at a handful of cases
to see why tort reform has become such a hot topic in the United States.
When a 46 year old Korean immigrant was electrocuted by the "L" train line in Chicago his family sued and won $3 million in damages.
Such an award may not seem outlandish if Mr. Lee had simply stepped onto a faulty rail line or bumped into an exposed wire. Instead, he
walked home from a party with a blood alcohol level three times the legal limit, decided to walk past three signs that stated "Danger," "Keep
Out," "Electric Current," then proceeded to urinate on a live rail line. He was electrocuted instantly. For contributory negligence the $3
million reward was cut in half.[40]
In Hanover Park, Illinois an unlicensed Thomas Redlin, after having been drinking, borrowed a friend's motorcycle and ultimately crashed
into an unmarked median strip. He was paralyzed from the waist down and sued the town for failing to notify drivers of the median. His
$6.75 million award was lessened by 10% because of contributory negligence.[41]
In both Illinois cases huge cash settlements provided either the family or the injured party with financial freedom; the goal of the American
Dream. Assuredly, the parties in the two cases would most likely prefer to have their health intact rather than the money. Thus we are
again faced with the "strange" factor in the litigant's quest for the American Dream. Neither of these gentlemen awoke in the morning and
decided that today will be the day that leads me to financial success. In the case of game shows and lotteries, participants are actively
pursuing the Dream from the start. For most, the lawsuit "lottery" is a decidedly reactionary strategy. It is also one that often divorces the
injured party from taking responsibility for their own actions, something that is a chief complaint among opponents of such lawsuits. Why,
they argue, should someone else have to pay when an individual's conduct is clearly negligent and dangerous?
The failure to take responsibility is another element that ties tort litigation to changing conceptions of the American Dream. The accident
victim who causes their own injury but expects someone else to pay is very similar to the individual who believes that financial success is
owed to them regardless of their lack of work ethic. In both cases, neither party accepts responsibility for their situation. Instead, they
maintain a sense of entitlement that justifies their belief.
Connected to the twin problems of failure to take responsibility and harboring a sense of entitlement is the encouragement of others to
engage in the same conduct. When an injured party who is clearly responsible for their own predicament, such as both Illinois cases, files a
lawsuit and wins, there can be little doubt that it contributes to a litigious environment in which others look to the legal system to get their
piece of the financial pie. The end result is a society that is ready to sue on almost any provocation. And the goal is always the same:
money. Not all lawsuits result in million dollar awards, but they still provide significant cash incentives for seemingly innocuous incidents.
The 1998 American Bar Association Journal reported amounts won in "The Torts of Summer." Slipping on algae in a swimming pool gained
one Florida resident $41,000. Getting hit by a softball during warm-ups in the same state provided another individual with $52,000. A
collision in a splash pool at a New Jersey water park resulted in a reward of $130,000. Burns from hot coals at a public beach in California
granted the victim $435,000.[42]

Equally unbelievable is the Miami, Florida woman who collected $250,000 after binging on cocaine and alcohol, then splashing herself with
alcohol, was burned when she attempted to light a barbecue. Or the San Francisco mugger who was awarded $24,595 after being injured
when the cab driver he was attempting to rob pinned his leg to a wall until the police arrived.[43] The list goes on and on.
These seemingly "frivolous" lawsuits have initiated a major push for tort reform. State legislatures have responded with a variety of
measures: caps on punitive damages, abolishment of punitive damages if a product complied with state or federal regulations, requiring
plaintiffs to waive all rights of medical confidentiality in cases involving injury, proposals for the losers in tort cases to pay court costs.[44]
The Federal Government has also taken up the tort reform banner.
Congress, and failed, each year since 1983.[45]

Legislation concerning product liability has been introduced in

In 1996, Newt Gingrich made it a staple of the Republican Party's "Contract With

America."[46] The reason for such action on the part of the nation's legislators is simple: like many Americans they are tired of what one
Illinois lawmaker described as "unfair, ridiculous, frivolous, silly lawsuits."[47]
Opponents of tort reform are equally adamant in their denunciation of reform legislation, arguing that in actuality only a very small
percentage of potential tort plaintiffs pursue litigation, that tort claims have not increased over the last decade and, in fact, product liability
cases have declined.[48] Moreover, they insist that reform would reduce legal protection for "at-risk" individuals such as the poor, the
elderly, and the sick. What lawyer, argues opponents of reform, would take on cases that necessitate significant amounts of time, money,
and labor unless they could be certain of victory?[49]
The case that has become the poster child for both pro- and anti-tort reform advocates is the infamous McDonald's hot coffee spill in which
an elderly woman was awarded $2.9 million after accidentally pouring hot coffee on to her lap and suffering a serious burn. On the surface
the case looked like a quintessential example of tort litigation gone haywire. A woman takes what is known to be a hot beverage, places it
between her legs in a car, and proceeds to spill the contents. For this example of utter negligence she is awarded millions. Critics of a legal
system run amok had a field day, publishing headlines critical of the verdict: "Big Bucks for Dumb Luck? Coffee is Hot and Life is Full of
Risks--Deal With It;" "The Legal Wheel of Fortune is Spinning Out of Control;" "A Great Year for Victims, Some of Whom Could Be
Dangerous;" "Enough Already!"[50]
America's popular culture comedians also latched on to the absurdity of the case.

David Letterman included as number four on his "Top

Ten List of Dr. Kevorkian's Tips for Summer," that one should take a bunch of friends to McDonald's and pour hot coffee on each other. On
another show Letterman suggested that the number eight, blizzard safety tip was to clear snow off of the driveway with just one scalding hot
cup of McDonald's coffee. Jerry Seinfeld even aired an episode in which Kramer filed a hot coffee lawsuit.[51]
As a result of such commentaries, many Americans increased their distaste for what they considered an already ridiculous legal system that
allowed irresponsibility to be rewarded. The flip side of the case, however, and what anti-tort reform advocates continually attempt to point
out is that the verdict was in fact justified. Additionally, the verdict was ultimately overturned. Stella Liebeck, the burn victim, received only
$640,000. Moreover, the facts in the case were more serious and egregious than most realized. Liebeck suffered second and third degree
burns, spent a total of three weeks in the hospital, and underwent surgery for skin grafts. She first contacted McDonald's only to request
$10,000 for medical bills, which they refused. Additionally, McDonalds, who served their coffee at a scalding 180 degrees, had received
upwards of 700 reports of similar burn incidents, but did nothing to address the problem. Finally, the $2.3 million in punitive damages
represented exactly two days of McDonald's coffee sales. The jury was attempting to send a message to the fast food giant.[52]
The reality of the case, especially what seems like McDonald's wanton indifference to complaints that their coffee was too hot, may cause
some to rethink the importance of big cash settlements in product liability cases. This is certainly the hope of anti-tort reform advocates.
Reality, however, nor tort reform, are the real intent of the present article. Most Americans do not know the specifics of the McDonald's
case. They have seen only that a woman was awarded millions for spilling coffee. The fact that Stella Liebeck was not on a litigious quest
to fulfill the American Dream makes no difference. Her pyrrhic victory encouraged others who were more than happy to use the hot
beverage spill to reap economic reward. Since Liebeck's 1994 incident a host of hot beverage lawsuits have been filed against McDonald's,
Burger King, and the like.[53] Thus the moral of the story is that a variety of people viewed the original case as a lesson plan for achieving
the American Dream.
Opponents of tort reform insist that the legal system is not overburdened with personal injury and product liability cases. It is, they argue,
only a handful of very publicized cases that create such a perception. And those cases are often reported out of context. The McDonald's
suit is a case in point. Yet in America it is the perception that counts. One Gallup poll reported that only 41% of the public believes that
lawsuits are justified "about half of the time." Other research shows that there is "a widespread impression among jurors that the civil
litigation system is overburdened by claimants seeking awards in meritless cases."[54]
The mass of Americans are not familiar with legal articles that may show such assumptions to be faulty. The seeming reality of the situation
is that some litigants are getting rich as a result of their own stupidity and negligence. Their failure to take responsibility for their actions, a
real sense of entitlement, and a social atmosphere that encourages lawsuits, leads them to the personally injury lawyer's doorstep. In doing
so the injured begin their litigious quest for the American Dream. For the plaintiff, there is no industry, no work ethic, and no perseverance
or self-reliance involved. As a result, the traditional road to the American Dream has been dashed.

Conclusion

The "rags to riches" legend has and continues to be a cornerstone of the American Dream. The traditional message taught that through
hard work, frugality, and self-sacrifice one could achieve financial success and social mobility. Ben Franklin counseled industry, Abraham
Lincoln sang the praises of the northern labor system, and Horatio Alger instilled hope in generations of Americans. All three helped to
establish basic guidelines for success in a land of infinite possibility.
There are unquestionably many Americans who continue to abide by such tenets and in doing so are rewarded for their efforts. Yet there
are also those who have come to believe that the American Dream's promise of riches is just that, a promise, and as such they feel entitled
to instant financial success. Nor has the socio-corporate climate in America disappointed such a belief. Savvy television producers and
marketing executives have latched on to the core of the American Dream. They understand that Americans are enthralled with striking it
rich. Thus millionaire game shows are designed to make winning seem easy. Lotteries are marketed in such a way that one thinks they
have a real shot at cashing in. The reality in both instances is that achieving the American Dream through such means is a long shot at
best. Too much chance exists. Too much luck is necessary.
What is the end effect on society? Do millionaire game shows and promises of lottery millions help to further erode the ethic of work and
self-reliance that once embodied the American Dream, replacing it with an ethic of luck? Or are these sources of instant gratification merely
products of an ethic already lost to some Americans? Perhaps the truth lies somewhere in the middle.
The even darker side to this cultural phenomenon is how the sense of entitlement has spilled over into a lack of responsibility. The fact that
so many Americans are willing to utilize litigation to cash in on the American Dream is disheartening. Failing to take responsibility for their
own mistakes, plaintiffs look to the legal system to make misfortune into fortune. Again, marketing and an avalanche of advertising by
personal injury lawyers helps encourage would-be injury victims. Still, the readiness of people to sue is a key social factor.
Ultimately, most Americans would like to achieve the American Dream of financial independence. Yet it is the means to achieving it that are
essential to the nation's ethical foundations. It seems that many Americans covet the easy road to the Dream and in the process undercut
the core values that established the Dream in the first place. Equally culpable are the big businesses that capitalize on the quest for the
Dream. In an ironic sense, such businesses are fulfilling the Dream for themselves while dangling the possibility of the Dream over the
heads of the public. There can be little doubt that the producers of the millionaire games shows, the state lotteries, and lawyers are getting
rich on other people's yearning for the American Dream.
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Chinaman who comes to America and effectively denounces his Chinese culture in order to purse a very American â€œAmerican
Dream.â€ Examples from this end of the gamut include Maya Lin, the architect responsible for designing the Vietnam Veterans
Memorial; Andrea Wong, the CEO and President of the Lifetime Networks; Richard On, the guitarist-songwriter for the rock band
O.A.R.; and Nancy Kwan, the first Chinese-born country-western star (Lau, 4). Each of these notable Chinese Americans made a.Â
Leila, the eldest daughter and narrator of the novel, recalls a hotel in the middle of Chinatown called the San Fran, and refers to it as
â€œour beginning place, our new Chinaâ€ (Ng, 4). This excerpt, along with the fact that Leon moved into a Chinatown instead of a

